We are looking for new talents
After more than a century operating in Norway, Wesmans expanded to Sweden and most recently to
Denmark. Our ambition is to be the Scandinavian partner-of-choice to the Marine Insurance Industry. We
take pride in having a team of highly qualified and dedicated co-workers serving our Principals on a 24/7basis, 365 days a year. This has also been recognized, resulting in a steadily increase in demand for our
services, within Claims Management as well as Marine Survey. Therefore, we are now looking for new
talents to join our team.
Job vacancies – Claims Adjusters (Sweden, Norway or Denmark)
Wesmans’ Claims Team provides “A-Z” claims handling solutions for their clients within transport
liability, freight forwarder liability, port liability, marine- and cargo claims. This also includes providing
second opinions to our clients when this is requested and handling recoveries against liable parties.
Our business is growing, and we are now looking for additional members to our skilled Claims Team. The
main duties will include handling of cargo claims, transport liability claims and freight forwarder liability
claims.
Skills and capabilities:
- Experience in handling claims within the area of cargo-, transport liability- and freight forwarder
liability is desirable,
- Structured and efficient as a person and with good administrative skills,
- Service minded,
- Excellent collaborative skills (team player),
- Clear communication and language skills in English as well as in either Swedish, Danish or
Norwegian. Fluent both orally and in writing.
Key responsibilities:
- Handle cargo claims, transport liability- and freight forwarder liability claims in accordance with
the specific instructions of each client,
- Maintain a high service level towards our clients and their customers,
- Register claims in our systems and promptly update the systems with correct information,
- Be a good team player as part of our Claims Team and assisting co-workers when necessary.
Start: As soon as possible/after agreement.
Working hours: Weekdays, full time.
Location: Sweden (Gothenburg or Stockholm), Norway (Moss) or Denmark (Copenhagen).
Should you find the position to be of interest, we would be happy to hear from you. Please send your
application to work@wesmans.com before the 30th of November 2017.

